this paper. the results show that for both languages, the earliest and most primitive forms of coordination consist of sequences containing two or more nPs with existential semantics. the further acquisition of coordinate constructions displays two lines of development. the first line concerns phrasal coordinate constructions including subject, object and adverbial coordinate phrases, whereas the second line affects the development of sentential coordination. the two developmental lines take their course more or less simultaneously, that is, children produce phrasal coordinate constructions on one hand and two types of sentential coordination on the other: such that can be transformed into phrasal coordinate structures by means of the operation of deletion, and such that cannot, so-called irreducible coordinate sentences. language specificity did not prove to play any important role in the development of coordination in the speech of the Polish and the Bulgarian children. the analyses and discussions emphasize the interplay between children's cognitive, communicative and linguistic development.
Introduction
this study reopens the discussion about the acquisition of coordination, using naturalistic data from two genetically and structurally related languages -Polish and Bulgarian -as an empirical basis.
the purpose of the paper is to shed light on the earliest stages of the ontogeny of coordinate constructions -both phrasal and sentential -emphasizing the interplay Psychology of Language and Communication 2011, Vol. 15, No. 2 doi: 10.2478/v10057-011-0010-4 between children's cognitive, communicative and linguistic development which displays universal, language-specific and individual characteristics.
Theoretical approaches to the acquisition of coordination
the theoretical approaches towards the acquisition of coordination are influenced by the transformational tradition, so the following issues have been discussed since the 70s and 80s:
-the order of acquisition of sentential versus phrasal forms, and of backward vs. forward deleted forms (Beilin & lust, 1975; lust and Mervis, 1980; de villiers & de villiers, 1985; lust et al., 2009 ). -the way children interpret different forms of coordination -coordination with transitive or intransitive verbs, with subject or object noun phrases, etc. (ardery, 1980; clark, 2005, pp. 247-250, etc.) . -the semantics of the coordinate construction connected with or without conjunctions (Bloom et al., 1980; de villiers & de villiers, 1985; Przetacznikgierowska, 1995) . -cross-linguistic comparisons and comparisons between experimental and observational findings (de villiers & de villiers, 1985; tomasello, 2005, p. 266 ). -the relation of input to acquisition (diessel, 2002; tomasello, 2005, pp. 265-266) . taking into account that "coordination illustrates the most basic recursive device of natural languages", lust et al. (2009) suggest that "in the acquisition of coordination, ... the child must assemble knowledge about constituent structure, anaphora, and a wide array of essential linguistic operations. " the notion of forward vs. backward deletion stems from the standard transformational theory, according to which phrasal coordination is a result of an operation of deletion applied to sentential coordinate constructions in the deep structure. two types of deletion are possible: forward (in the right direction) and backward (in the left direction), as examples 1-4 1 illustrate:
(1) John <loved apples> and Bill loved apples → John and Bill loved apples (2) John loved apples and < John loved > lemons → John loved apples and lemons the backward deletion of the vP in the first clause (example 1) and the forward deletion of the subject and the verb in the second clause (example 2) yields phrasal coordinate constructions -subject and object coordination respectively.
(3) John loved apples and < John > hated lemons → John loved apples and hated lemons (4) John loved apples and Bill < loved > lemons → John loved apples and Bill lemons the forward deletions of the second clause subject (example 3) and verb (example 4) result in complex coordinate sentences.
Problematic cases like "John and sally are a married couple", which cannot be derived on the same structural principle as (1), give rise to alternative interpretations of phrasal coordinates within the theory of government and binding: as ternary branching structures 2 (cf. haegeman, 1991, p. 132) , or as "gaps" -proforms in the surface structure preceded or followed by their antecedents (haegeman & gueron, 1999, p. 162; de villiers & de villiers, 1985; lust et al., 2009, pp. 244-245, etc.) , as in examples (5) and (6) in contrast to the generative grammar approach which endows children with highly abstract knowledge of the linguistic structure, the functionalist approach views children's skills with complex constructions as "heavily item-based, with a gradual broadening and deepening of competence" (diessel, 2002; tomasello, 2005, p. 264 ).
Order of acquisition
theoretical expectations based on the logical and linguistic descriptions of coordination give precedence of sentential over phrasal forms, and some empirical data confirm those expectations: "sentential coordinations ... appear to be developmentally primitive; they are in place when phrasal or reduced coordinations appear" (lust et al., 2009, p. 246) . analyzing children's imitation, understanding and spontaneous production, Beilin & lust (1975 ), lust (1977 ), and lust & Mervis (1980 come to the conclusion that sentential forms have primacy over phrasal forms, and forward deletion over backward, the latter suggestion being based on the fact that subject coordination (as in example 1) is infrequent in children's spontaneous production. tager-flusberg et al. (1982) , however, show that in elicitation conditions children give adequate subject coordination in 75% of cases (cf. the discussion in de villiers, de villiers, 1985, p. 105) . analyses of the spontaneous production of 5 Bulgarian children aged 1;2-2;9 confirm the suggestion regarding earlier developmental stages -precursors of subject coordination appear simultaneously with those of object coordination (stoyanova, 2009). according to the alternative structural description, phrasal coordinate constructions are not derived from sentential ones but represent a direct coding of the reference situation in the surface structure of the sentence. hence, children generate their coordinate constructions in a process of direct combination of con-2 in the grammatical descriptions of Bulgarian, phrasal coordination is treated in a similar way: coordinate noun phrases like Mary and John are generated as a ternary branching nP structure which can be assigned different functions in the clause or sentence: subject, object or adjunct (cf. Penchev, 1998, pp. 558-559).
stituents in the left-right direction (greenfield & dent, 1982; hakuta, de villiers & tager-flusberg, 1982) . an additional argument in favor of this suggestion is given by Bloom et al. (1980) : the authors argue that if phrasal coordination were derived from sentential coordination, wrong deletions like (7) and (8) 2. Precursors of coordination: Polish-Bulgarian parallels 2.1. General remarks Polish and Bulgarian are not only genetically related (both being slavic languages), but also share some important structural properties, for example the verbs in these languages are regularly inflected for person and number, which makes the omission of the subject pronouns (and in some contexts the subject nPs) possible. furthermore, since the agreement between the nP-subjects and the verb-Predicates in number is obligatorily marked in the verb inflections, it is possible to conclude from the form of the verbal predicate about the singular-plural quantification of its subject argument. singular nP-subjects also agree in gender with their Predicates whenever the latter include participles or predicative nPs taking the gender marking. these (and many other) language-(and language family-) specific features make Polish and Bulgarian interesting objects of investigation regarding the acquisition of morphosyntactic rules.
Previous studies on the acquisition of Polish include such comprehensive descriptions of the emergence of Polish complex sentences as those given by Przetacznikowa (1976; 1978) and smoczynska (1983; 1985) . it is suggested that, in general, the acquisition of complex sentences by Polish children matches the universal pattern described by clancy, Jakobsen and silva (1976), as well as that for english presented in limber (1973) and Bowerman (1979) . at some points, however, it seems precocious (smoczynska 1985) . complex structures which appear before the age of 2 involve coordination, antithesis, sequence, infinitival embedded clauses and causal adverbial clauses (smoczynska 1985; Przetacznik-gierowska 1995) . the acquisition of Bulgarian complex sentences is discussed in stoyanova 4 (2006; 2009) , who also highlights some universal as well as language-specific tendencies.
Empirical data
the empirical data in this study are excerpted from Bulgarian and Polish databases. the 3 Polish children belong to szuman's corpus included in childes; the 3 according to greenfield & dent (1982) , such wrong deletions do occur incidentally, but as late errors.
Bulgarian data come from 3 Bulgarian subjects whose language development was traced by the author of this paper. table 1 gives a more detailed description of the subjects involved in this study and their age.
Some methodological remarks

Data excerption
as precursors of coordinate constructions, all children's utterances which contain a phrasal or sentential coordination asyndeton, produced either within one turn or divided into two or more turns, are taken into account. since the lack of conjunctions connecting the clauses in children's sentences makes the difference between coordination and subordination less clear, a kind of formal criterion is applied to distinguish the latter from the former: an utterance is classified as containing coordination if it is syntactically and semantically acceptable after adding a coordinate conjunction, such as the Polish/Bulgarian i/и (and), a/а (and, but), ale/но (but), albo/или (or), etc.
for each child, the initial point of analysis is the age at which s/he starts producing coordinate constructions. this age point varies considerably, so that the time gap between early and late speakers reaches 6-8 months.
the last point of analysis (which also varies individually) is the age at which the children start producing coordinate conjunctions.
great individual variability is also displayed in the number and type of the coordinate constructions excerpted from the speech production of the Bulgarian and Polish subjects. the picture is further complicated by the difference in the data-collecting methods: diaries for 4 of the children and tape recordings for 2 of them. the latter method of data gathering proves to be less convenient when highly specific and not very frequent linguistic units are to be registered, and this is the case with coordinate phrases and sentences. that is why the examples of coordinate structures excerpted from the speech production of the tape-recorded children is smaller in number and variability. i. the earliest forms consist of juxtaposed nPs with existential semantics which can be viewed as both phrasal and sentential. ii. sentential and phrasal coordinate constructions emerge more or less simultaneously. iii. the subject phrasal coordinate constructions are not more difficult than the object and adverbial ones although the former are derived by means of backward whereas the latter by means of forward deletion. iv. sentential coordinates which are not reducible to phrasal ones develop somewhat later. v. the coordinate conjunctions are often preceded by subordinate connectors, such as wh-words introducing complement and adverbial clauses. vi. the conjunction i/и (and) is not necessarily the first coordinate one to appear.
Concerning the variability of the data:
i. few or no language-specific differences are expected in the development of the Polish and the Bulgarian children. ii. individual variations between early and late speakers are predicted.
Data analyses
Precursors of phrasal coordinations
the development of phrasal coordination is driven by children's necessity to verbalize "more arguments fulfilling similar semantic roles in one and the same syntactic position" (Penchev 1998: 558) .
in this section, the emergence of phrasal coordinates from children's knowledge about the cognitive and structural properties of simple sentences are analyzed and discussed. it is suggested that children are ready to verbalize situations using coordinate subjects without conjunctions (asyndeton) as early as they start using coordinate objects and adverbials (without conjunctions as well).
Juxtaposition of NPs with existential semantics
this stage, however, is preceded by a more primitive one during which children use conjoined nPs that cannot be ascribed any clear constituent function. these earliest phrasal coordinates express the notion of existentiality by enumerating two or more referents in a single speech act (examples 9-12) or in a speech act sequence (example 13): (girl, girl, uncle, grandma, dog) (10) a: hala ci da lalę i książeczkę ci pokaże.
(hala is going to give you a doll inka is expecting to be and to show you a book)
given a doll and a book inka (1;5.10): Książka, lala.
(Book, doll) (11) inka (1;6.27) Rybka, rybka, auto.
(fish, fish, car) a:
nie ma rybki i auta, inusia zostawiła a is giving a bath to inka w domu, u tatusia who is looking around (there isn't any fish and car, inka has left them at home, with daddy) (12) Jaś (1;9.9):
Kulka, jajko. Jas is bringing to his mother a (globe, egg) little wooden globe and an egg (13) inka (1;7.8): Tu piłka, piłka looking at a picture book, (here ball, ball) Janko, janko, kurka, janko, janko turning a page, (egg, egg, hen, egg, egg) królik, królik turning another page (rabbit, rabbit) functionally, the juxtaposed nouns can be viewed as a "multiplication" of the naming act. syntactically, they can be interpreted as combinations of single existential clauses (whose existential predicates are omitted). there is, however, an alternative interpretation according to which noun sequences with existential semantics can be viewed as taking a certain syntactic position depending on the way the language verbalizes existentiality. in Bulgarian, the nPs in an existential sentence are usually formal objects, the whole syntactic construction being impersonal, whereas in Polish, they take the syntactic role of subjects. the Bulgarian child's utterance in (9), for example, could be "standardized" as in (14), while the Polish one in (13) is "translated" as in (15) in their further development, children start using such "ready-made" conjoined nPs, filling subject, (direct) object and adverbial positions with them and thus producing the proper phrasal coordinate constructions.
Subject coordination and plural predicates: Individual variations
in the literature, subject coordination is reported to be infrequent in children's spontaneous production and therefore assumed to be more difficult than object coordination (Beilin & lust 1975 , lust 1977 , lust & Mervis 1980 . the empirical data about the acquisition of subject coordination in english, however, are rather controversial (cf. the discussion in de villiers, de villiers, 1985: 105) .
analyses of the spontaneous production of the Bulgarian and Polish children show that precursors of subject coordination appear very early, simultaneously with those of object coordination, hence the former should not be regarded as more difficult than the latter. the examples of coordinate subjects are not frequent, but this fact should rather be ascribed to pragmatic factors and individual variations.
individual differences in the earliest stages of children's acquisition of coordinate constructions are considerable and worth mentioning.
children differ not only in the age they start using coordinate constructions and in their predisposition to produce some types of coordinate constructions over others, but also in the structural properties of the syntactic units they produce.
2.4.1.2.1. the Bulgarian children's approach one of the Bulgarian children, lilia, started producing phrasal subject coordinations earlier than the other children in the sample (examples 16 and 17). in (16), the child connects the verbal predicate "sit down" with two subject arguments -didie and Mimi. the verb is inflected for 3 rd person singular, instead of plural, since the subject-Predicate agreement in number is still not acquired by the child. two weeks later, however, some examples of coordinate subjects combined with plural verbs are registered in her speech (cf. 17).
(17) lilia (1;5): Kaka, bate papat.
describing a picture girl, boy eat-3 rd Pers-Pl (a girl [and] a boy are eating) the development of this child displays a clear parallel between the acquisition of plural subject-verb agreement in the clause on one hand, and the production of subject coordinations on the other. a similar route of development was reported for the other two Bulgarian subjects (stoyanova, 2009): as soon as they start inflecting verbs with the 3 rd person plural endings, examples of subject coordination appear (cf. 18, where the clause is distributed into two turns in the dialogue). (18) Pijat. drink-3 rd Pers-Pl (they are drinking) the parallel between the acquisition of plural subject-verb agreement in the clause and the subject coordination is not surprising. from the cognitive point of view, the plural nP refers to more than one individual, just like the coordinate nP; the difference between them is due to the fact that the individuals the plural nP denotes belong to the same conceptual class whereas the coordinate subjects refer to individuals from different conceptual classes, i.e. girl s < girl ^ girl ^ girl… vs. girl ^ Boy. children are aware of that parallel as soon as they start naming more than one individual in the same speech act.
2.4.1.2.2. inka's strategy: forward instead of backward deletion even if children are aware of the parallel between the plural nP and coordinate nPs early in their cognitive and linguistic development, their production strategies display considerable variations.
thus, inka's earliest constructions with subject coordination appear about two months before she starts using 3 rd person plural forms of verbs. this fact could explain the peculiar coordinate constructions (examples 19-21) the child produces in that period. resulting from a forward (as in 19a) instead of a backward deletion (as in 19b), these constructions give the child the opportunity to avoid plural verbs she is still not prepared to produce.
(19) a: Kto przyszedł do inusi? hanka and Janusz are entering (Who came to inka?) the room, coming to inka inka (1;8.14): hanka przyszła, Janusz, Janusz.
(hanka come-3 rd -Pers-sg, Janusz, Janusz (hanka came, Janusz, Janusz) (19a) hanka przyszła i Janusz <przyszedł> → hanka przyszła (i) Janusz (19b) hanka <przyszła> i Janusz przyszedł → hanka i Janusz przyszli (20) however, this type of subject coordination does not cease to exist (example 22a.) with the appearance of the plural subject-verb agreement (example 22c.) in the speech production of inka at the age of 1;10-1;11, although single examples (cf. the last clause in 23: są na polku, Terenia, Martusia) show the child's readiness to overcome her non-standard productions. Moreover, until the age of 2;3 inka persists in using them, as examples (24) and (25) a plausible explanation of inka's inclination to produce, during several months, this type of deviant subject coordinate structures is the support from her environment. indeed, similar adult-speech examples are registered in inka's sample. the first one is her mother's utterance in (22b.) whose structure resembles the child's statement in (22a.), i.e. is derived by means of forward instead of backward deletion of the verb. the second one is found in the situation description cited in the clan-format from szuman's childes database in example (26): (26) @comment: age of chi is 1;8.14 @situation: do inki przyszła hanusia i Januszek. to inka came-3 rd -Pers-sg-feM hanusia and Januszek. (hanusia and Januszek came to inka) such examples given by adults raise the question about the differences between the standard language and the real linguistic input children are exposed to.
2.4.1.2.3. Jaś's and Basia's approach: emphasizing similarity Jaś's and Basia's tendency to (over-)emphasize the similarity between situations where different subjects perform equal actions or participate in identical events, blocks the backward deletion. the resulting structures are of the type given in 27-29. (teddy Bear has a scarf, the snowman also has a scarf) Basia and her Mother a:
tak, misiu ma szalik, bałwanek też ma szalik. are looking at (yes, teddy Bear has a scarf, snowman also has a scarf) a picture book (29) the sentence coordinate constructions in the above examples are irreducible to phrasal ones. thus, (27a) cannot be simply transformed into (27b) by means of backward deletion, since the scope of the particle też (also) changes, which affects the meaning of the initial sentence; the meaning of (27a) is preserved only in (27c). on the other hand, the forward deletion of the vP in (27d), resulting in the elliptic second clause, is a syntactically acceptable model in Polish and Bulgarian; its english translation, however, requires a rather different sentence structure -(27e).
(27d) Misiu płacze, bałwanek też.
teddy Bear is weeping, the snowman also (27e) teddy Bear is weeping and so is the snowman example (31) produced by Jaś testifies that the child has "discovered" the syntactically well-formed model of (27d) -subject coordination with a forward deletion -although the over-marked equality of the actions performed by the two subjects (też=also is used both in the first and the second clause) breaks the syntactic rules of the adult's language. Miku to grandma went also, Jacilek also (Miku also went to grandma, Jacilek also) it is worth noting that an utterance given by Jaś's mother displays the same type of deviation from the standard syntax: lala też śpiąca i misiu też śpiący (the doll is also sleepy and the teddy Bear is also sleepy), suggesting once more the necessity to reassess the differences between the standard language and the real linguistic input.
comparing the deviant sentences of the type (19-21), (25) and (26) in inka's speech with Jaś's example (31), we can conclude that the difference between the two types of constructions is not logical but pragmatic -the latter construction is emphatic, while the former is not. these syntactic-pragmatic variants, typical not only of Polish but of all slavic languages as well, were not found in the Bulgarian children's sample. how could this fact be explained? Both in Bulgarian and in Polish, similarity can be emphasized not only by means of też /също (also), but also by means of the particle i/и homonymous with the conjunction i/и (and) and developed from it. in colloquial Polish, however, the latter means of expressing similarity is less frequent than the former, whereas in Bulgarian it is the other way round. the Bulgarian children emphasize similarity either by means of non-deleted coordinate constructions (cf. lilia at 1;7,7: Padnala čantičkata, kubčetata padnali -The bag fell down, the blocks fell down) or they "postpone" it until the conjunction/particle и (and) appears (cf. lilia at 1;9.28: Može Lilito da se kačva na dărvo, i koteto može da se kačva -Lili can climb a tree, and/also the cat can climb). inka (1;11.1): Inusia ma bilety i lalunia ma też bilety.
Early coordinated objects and adverbials
Both the Bulgarian and the Polish children produced sentences with coordinate objects and adverbials, as in (32)-(37). their early appearance is predicted, on one hand, by children's increasing knowledge about the clause's vP structure (the regimen of the verbs) and, on the other hand, by their awareness that more than one nP can fill the same syntactic position. 
Precursors of sentential coordination
initially consisting of two juxtaposed clauses without connectors, coordinate sentences express much more complicated semantic relations than coordinate phrases within the clause (cf. Bloom et al. 1980 for english, Przetacznik-gierowska 1995 for Polish, etc.). the most typical logical relationships between the clauses in coordinate sentences -additive 8 and contrastive/adversative -are registered in the speech of all 6 studied children.
the early speakers started producing additive coordinate sentences resulting from a forward deletion of the subject nP (examples 41-43) before 2;0, and the late speakers -before 2;6. (46), not only the second clause subject is omitted -as the grammatical rule of forward deletion requires -but also the subject of the first clause. this possibility is completely grammatical in Polish and Bulgarian, since both languages allow, besides the deletion of the pronominal subject, the ellipsis of the subject nP as well. (44) the above sentences speak for children's ability to follow the rule of the surface subject(s) "gap". however, children produced non-deleted coordinate structures as well. this problem is faced in the next section.
Deleted and non-deleted coordinate structures
Both the Bulgarian and the Polish children give examples of deleted and non-deleted coordinate sentences which appear shortly after they start producing existential coordinate constructions.
as a result of preserving the verbs or predicative nPs in the second clauses, sentential coordinations instead of their structurally synonymous subject (cf. examples 47-48) or object (as in 49-51) phrasal coordinate units are produced. showing the cat what is outside look there car, look lady (look at the car there, look at the lady) (50) the coexistence of deleted and non-deleted structural types of coordinate units shows that children have gained knowledge of the syntactic synonymy between phrasal and sentential constructions and the possibility to derive the former from the latter through the operation of deletion. in the children's samples there are examples showing that they explore their knowledge of the syntactic synonymy, producing both deleted and non-deleted variants of a sentence in adjacent dialog sequences, as in (52a) and (52b), or in one and the same sentence, as in (53a) vs. (53b) and (53c). in (53), the first clause (53a) contains coordinate object nPs (ona ma buty, skarpetki -she has shoes [and] socks) to which the nPs in the second (53b) and the third clause (53c) could be added: Ona ma buty, skarpetki, sukienkę, głowę -She has shoes, socks, dress, head. instead, the child prefers to "include" the latter two object nPs into separate clauses (sukienkę ma, głowę tu ma -[she] has a dress, has a head) -a quasi-rhetoric means aimed at putting emphasis 9 on them. an alternative explanation could be hypothesized, however: the child produced three clauses instead of one not for stylistic reasons, but simply following her own attention and thought flow.
Juxtaposed clauses (asyndeton) expressing adversative/contrastive relations also appear in "deleted" (cf. also the 1 st and 2 nd clause in 54: Ania ma duże jabłko, baba małe -Ania has a big apple, Grandma -a little one) and in "non-deleted" forms (examples 55-56).
(54) Jaś (1;10.3): ania ma duże jabłko, baba małe, Jasiu ma jabłko ania have-3 rd -Pers-sg big apple, grandma little, Jaś -3 rd -Pers-sg apple (ania has a big apple, grandma -a little one, Jaś has an apple) (55) inka (1;10.17): inusia nie płacze, inusia śmieje (się).
inusia not cry-3 rd -Pers-sg, inusia laugh-3 rd -Pers-sg (inusia isn't crying, inusia is laughing) 9 children's desire to emphasize similarity as one of the possible reasons for preferring sentential over phrasal coordinates was discussed in section 2.3.4.3.
(56) Jaś (1;10.10): Kurka nie ma butki, Jaśko ma butki.
han have-3rd-Pers-sg no shoes, Jaś have-3rd-Pers-sg shoes (the hen has no shoes, Jaś has shoes) in the literature, more attention has been paid to the existence of non-deleted sentential coordinate constructions which could be transformed into phrasal ones than to those examples of sentential coordination which could not. table 2 shows the number of phrasal and sentential coordinations in the speech production of the studied subjects, divided into syntactically synonymous deleted and non-deleted constructions on one hand, and irreducible ones on the other. under irreducible sentences, such sentential coordinate structures are summed up that cannot or need not be transformed into phrasal ones through the operation of deletion. some syntactic models of them have already been discussed in section 2.4.2. sentences with additive semantics are summarized separately from those with adversative/contrastive semantics. during the analyzed period of time the children started producing coordinate conjunctions, so the number of sentences with and without conjunctions is given in separate columns in the table.  table 2 shows a clear quantitative difference between the early speakers (the 3 Polish children and lilia) and the late speakers (stefan and oni). the late speakers . the scores of deleted vs. non-deleted coordinate structures create another opposition: inka (who produced 17.2% non-deleted vs. 54.8% deleted constructions) and oni (whose speech production did not contain any examples of non-deleted coordinates) differ from the other 4 children whose scores show a similar percentage of deleted and non-deleted sentence models.
the speech production of the children varies also regarding the time point at which they start using conjunctions as well as regarding the speed with which the sentences with conjunctions expand, reducing the amount of asyndeton. in this respect, lilia differs from the other 3 early speakers: since the moment she started using coordinate conjunctions -at the age of 1;9.11 а (but) and at 1;9.21 и (and) -the child abandoned the more primitive way of conjoining the clauses (by mere juxtaposition) in favor of the regular usage of connectors
11
. on the other hand, the early appearance of coordinate conjunctions in inka's and Jaś's speech production (at the age of 1;9.7 and 1;9.21 respectively) did not change their behavior and remained sporadic for the next 3-4 months.
Basia is the only child among the early speakers who did not produce any coordinate conjunctions during the analyzed period (up to 2;2) 12 . even in the next two months (2;2 to 2;4) Basia did not give even a single example of the additive coordinate conjunction i (and)
13
. from the moment (at 1;8 years of age) the child started using phrasal and sentential coordination (asyndeton) until the time she began producing coordinate conjunctions (ale at 2;2, albo at 2;4.5, i at 2;4.7, a at 2;7.11), 6 to 9 months had passed. the lack of conjunctions correlates with Basia's longer lasting telegraph speech: she usually omitted prepositions, the reflexive particle się, many of the prefixes, etc. the only adult-like type of syntactically complex constructions she produced is the one with embedded infinitives, since their structure does not contain connectors.
stefan gives several examples of coordinate conjunctions starting from 2;3. however, most of them are used not in their proper additive but rather in their 10 it is important, however, to take into account the different methods of data-gathering: diaries for the early speakers and tape recordings for the late speakers. as mentioned in section 2.3.1., diary notes are more suitable than tape recordings for collecting highly specific and less frequent linguistic structures, such as coordinate constructions. 11 the appearance of coordinate conjunctions was preceded by the usage of subordinate connectors introducing different types of subordinate clauses: relative дето (that) -at the age of 1;7.23, object как ( how) -1;7.23 да (to) -1;8.9, temporal като (when) -1;8.9, дали (whether) -1;9.4, къде (where) -1;9.21, final (за) да (for…to) -1;8.28 and causative защото (because) -1;9.8. during the period studied (until the age of 1;11), the child started producing several new conjunctions (the relative че -that, the conditional ако -if, etc.) and used all of them regularly. 12 the only conjunction registered in Basia's production was the causative subordinate bo (because) in repetition. 13 however, she incidentally produced utterances containing the adversative ale (but) -at 2;2, 2;3 and 2;3.29 incidental production of subordinate connectors introducing object clauses is also registered: dlaczego (why) at 2;2.13 and jakie (what) at 2;3.24. discourse pragmatic function. the same is true for the other late speaker, oni, who (about the age of 2;5) produces more coordinate units with conjunctions than asyndeton (cf. table 2): и (and) is usually placed at the beginning of the sentences and serves the pragmatic function of emphasizing similarity.
3. General discussion and conclusions the analyses of the excerpts confirm the order of acquisition predicted in 2.3.2.1. the earliest and most primitive forms of coordination consist of sequences containing two or more nPs with existential semantics. functionally, they can be viewed as a "multiplication" of the naming act. these noun sequences, representing a kind of transition between one-and multi-word combinations, are neutral regarding the phrasal-sentential contrast. in their further development, children start using such "ready-made" conjoined nPs, filling the subject, object and adverbial positions with them and thus producing the proper phrasal coordinate constructions.
further acquisition of coordinate constructions displays two lines of development.
The first line concerns phrasal coordinate constructions including subject, (direct) object and adverbial coordinate phrases.
analyses of the Bulgarian and Polish data speak in favor of the hypothesis that phrasal coordination initially develops as a result of children's grammatical knowledge about the clause constituent structure. Precursors of subject coordination appear very early, simultaneously with those of object coordination; hence, the former should not be regarded as more difficult than the latter (contrary to the suggestions given in Beilin & lust 1975 , lust 1977 , lust & Mervis 1980 , lust et al. 2009 .
The second line affects the development of sentence coordination. coordinate sentences stem from children's discourse knowledge -the knowledge that, in subsequent moves or turns of the dialogue, clauses are produced that make sense together.
The two developmental lines take their course more or less simultaneously, that is, children produce phrasal coordinate constructions on one hand, and two types of sentential coordinations on the other: such that can be transformed into phrasal coordinate structures by means of the operation of deletion, and such that cannot, so-called irreducible coordinate sentences. thus children are able to discover the syntactic synonymy between phrasal and sentential constructions and the possibility to derive the former from the latter. exploring their knowledge of syntactic synonymy, children sporadically produce both deleted and non-deleted variants of a sentence in subsequent clauses or adjacent dialog turns.
the fact that children use non-deleted sentence coordinations in contexts where phrasal ones are expected has often been interpreted as a kind of syntactic error, thus leaving the impression that as far as children gain the necessary syntactic knowledge, they should start using (mostly/only) deleted structures (cf. the discussion in de villiers & de villiers 1985) . viewed as purely formal structures, these sentences seem to be "half-way" to the standard syntactic models; put in their real contexts, however, they seem pragmatically adequate: as emphatic constructions, they underline the similarity between the events coded in the two clauses 14 . children also produce certain sentential coordinate models which are not reducible to phrasal ones. these constructions are a sign of an important developmental achievement showing how children develop their syntactic knowledge from discourse-dependent (quasi)-emphatic juxtaposition of clauses to contextindependent coordinate sentences.
it was predicted that coordinate conjunctions are often preceded by subordinate connectors, such as wh-words introducing complement clauses. this prediction proved true for only one of the children -lilia -who started using subordinate conjunctions about 2 months (at 1;7,23) before coordinate ones (at 1;9.21).
in most cases, i/и (and) was the first coordinate conjunction to appear. however, two exceptions were registered: in the speech production of lilia, a (with contrasting semantics: but/and) was used about 10 days before и (and), and in Basia's sample, the appearance of i (at 2;4.7) was preceded by single examples of ale (at 2;2) and albo (at 2;4.5).
this kind of variability is not explicable by means of cross-linguistic or individual (in the sense of rate or style of acquisition) differences. rather, the use of the conjunctions as formal signs of logical-semantic relationships in children's speech reveals children's drive to be more informative: the less specific и (and) is neglected in favor of the more concrete a (contrastive/adversative), ale (but) and albo (or) .
the data analyses confirmed the predictions that in the acquisition of coordination, language specificity did not play any important role in the development of the Polish and the Bulgarian children. the only more or less clear cross-linguistic difference is registered in the acquisition of subject coordination; as soon as the Bulgarian children start inflecting verbs with 3 rd person plural endings, examples of subject coordination appear, whereas there is no such correlation for the Polish children. this difference found in a naturalistic study with few cases per language requires further investigation.
the predicted individual variations between early and late speakers did not prove realistic. indeed, some interesting individual strategies of acquisition of coordinate constructions were registered and discussed: the deviant examples of subject coordination produced by means of forward instead of backward deletion (cf. section 2.4.1.2.2.) in inka's sample, or the lack of non-deleted coordinate sentences in the speech production of oni (section 2.4.3). however, these differences between the studied subjects did not differentiate the group of late speakers (stefan and oni) from the group of early speakers (the other 4 children), as was supposed.
in his recent monograph study on the acquisition of complex sentences in english, diessel (2002) concludes that "conjoined clauses evolve by integrating two separate sentences into a specific bi-clausal construction. the earliest conjoined clauses are independent sentences that are pragmatically linked to an utterance in the previous discourse. although these structures may include a connective, they comprise two clauses that are grammatically independent." the investigation of the precursors of coordination in this paper show the opposite process: children are able to integrate coordinate constructions, not only phrases within the clause (in Polish -initially marked by means of case inflexions and then, after overcoming the telegraph stage, with prepositions, and in Bulgarian -only by means of prepositions), but also clauses within the sentences. in the period of lacking conjunctions (asyndeton), integration is formally expressed by means of a subject deletion in the second clause, as the grammatical rules of the adult languages require. such sentences are not incidental (cf. the columns of irreducible sentences in table 2 and the analyses of examples 41-46) and their number increases significantly by the time children start producing coordinate conjunctions. hence, if the earliest conjoined clauses seem to be "independent sentences that are pragmatically linked to an utterance in the previous discourse," this may be due to the fact that the conjunction and in its function of emphasizing similarity between situations develops a particle-like meaning which in all slavic languages has led to the homonymy between i/и (and) as conjunctions and as discourse particles.
analyses of the precursors of coordination in Bulgarian and Polish have shown that children develop their knowledge of coordinate structures in a several-monthlong process starting from the earliest multi-word combinations with existential semantics, through learning the phrasal/ sentential synonymy between certain types of coordinate constructions, and proceeding simultaneously to the acquisition of coordinate sentences which are irreducible to phrasal ones, until the explicit marking of coordinate relationships by means of conjunctions replaces the more primitive asyndeton.
